
Tailor-made holiday especially for you
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Memorable Experiences - Authentic Activities
- Personalized Services

 

Realistic Asia has gone a very long way and tirelessly doing the best to keep our goal as a trustable

travel agency that provides clients the most unique and genuine travel experiences in Southeast Asia. 

Travel is our passion and we want to inspire you from our personal experience as well as reliable

intimate knowledge about our destinations. Tell us about your travel ideas and we will make

suggestions to create the most incredible holiday you could have wished for. 

We concentrate on every single detail to ensure it work exquisitely. This is a continuing process and we

will be on-going to cater the same, if not better, level of excellence and professionalism. We constantly

enhance our services every day through comprehensive research of the industry; frequent inspections

and evaluations, strengthen ties with our services suppliers as well as listening to feedback and

improving what we do in order to deliver the highest quality tour packages.

These little details are the building blocks of wonderful things and with them we handcraft life-

enriching itineraries which we hope to encourage your urge of discovering this exotic lands.

 

 

 

 

       Hien Do
           Founder & CEO

Cultural and History 

Family Holidays  

Vietnam Glory Days - Meet and Greet War Veterans 
Glimpse of Laos

Slow Journey and Solo Travel 
Above The Clouds 
Tranquility Vietnam 

Indochina Family Cultural Exploration 
Authentic Vietnam Holiday for Family

Beach Vacations
Vietnam Lush Fields and Southern Island 

Adventure Tours 
Extraordinary Vietnam Adventure Tour 
Cambodia Biking Tour 

Wellness Holidays
Jewels of Vietnam and Cambodia 

Romantic Getaway
Honeymoon Vacation in Myanmar

Culinary Tours
Culinary Tour Though Vietnam 
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Cultural and History
The only source of knowledge is experience. It’s the reason why cultural and

historical tourism is never out of date no matter how many trends have been

appeared then disappeared. Let’s take a journey with our special “time machine”

back to a hundred or thousand years ago. Each architectural work or a historical

site has been imbued with its checkered history. Only when you delve into either

naturally-made or man-made marvelous beauty, all the great hidden values are

truly transferred. Also, a wide variety of intangible cultural heritages,

prosperous lifestyle of local people and the national symbols within the

Southeast Asia region is cautiously conveyed in each detail of products.
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Hanoi 

Halong Bay

Quang Tri DMZ

Ho Chi Minh City

Siem Reap 

A harmonious blend of the bustle of city life and the diversity in cuisine and culture. Act as a local resident with abundant activities
such as tea leave collecting, cycling, etc.

One of the Vietnamese checkered history witnesses where to store outstanding cultural values of wartime but be favored with
stunning landscapes of beaches, rivers and primeval forests. 

The most populous and dynamic city as well as a center of economy, and culture in Vietnam. Unwind Cu Chi, an immense network of
unique connecting tunnels.

A resort town in northwestern Cambodia. Visit giant faces, mysterious stone buildings and seasonally inundated freshwater lake,
Tonle Sap Lake.

The presence as unique evidences of the Earth's development with beautiful landscape and the Fengling and Fengcong karst system.

Vietnam Glory Days - Meet and Greet
War' Veterans

Destinations: Vietnam - Cambodia 
Duration: 13 Days
A historical field trip with witnesses to the history of Vietnam and Cambodia. The
traces of heroic memories have lingered on the DMZ battlefield, Cu Chi Tunnels,
Killing Field and in the hearts of the people.
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Vientiane

Luang Prabang

A mysterious city with vibrant night, the famous Wat Sisaket, the majestic Buddha statue garden or the romantic scenery.

An important spiritual symbol for all Buddhists with its history and legends. Take part in famous traditional alms giving ceremony or
visit the impressive stupas, temples, etc.

Glimpse Of Laos
Destinations: Laos
Duration: 04 Days
In this compact four-day trip, you’ll travel from the gilded capital Vientiane, an
interesting mix of Buddhist temples and French patisseries then off to the lush
forests and limestone cliffs of Luang Prabang.
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Family Holidays
We believe Southeast Asia is the home to some of the world's best holiday

destinations for families of all ages. This diverse part of the world offers a

plenty of unique experiences that will educate your kids and entertain the whole

family. This could be ranging from traditional craft workshops to historical

wonders or enjoying some leisure time together relaxing on tropical sandy

beaches. Travel is the world greatest teacher and family travel not only expands

children’s awareness by exposing them to a different culture and way of life, but

can also enrich their life skills, teaching them to be more understanding and

compassionate towards others.
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Hanoi 

Halong Bay

Hoi An

Ho Chi Minh City

Siem Reap 

A charming capital with French colonial architecture and rich Vietnamese culture. Joining our exlusive activites of Bavi Eco Tour,
interact with villagers and cycling through the rice fields.

A  picturesque and charming port town dating back in the 15th century. Cycling around the Old Town and exclusively making silk
lantern - a symbol of this ancient town.

Discover the fascinating city with a history lesson and a trip to Mekong Delta, soaking up pastoral landscapes, cycling, visiting floating
markets and Buddhist Temples.

Experience the sights, smells and sounds of both modern and ancient cultures. And explore Tonle Sap Lake by kayak or traditional
boat, meeting locals from the floating villages and learning their way of life.

Witness the incredible sights of the country's most prized natural treasure and UNESCO World Heritage Site and enjoy two night
staying on a luxury cruise.

Indochina Family Cultural Exploration
Destinations: Vietnam - Cambodia
Duration: 15 Days
This comprehensive tour features ancient ruins and impressive landscapes,
bustling cities, and rural life along the Mekong River with so many things to share
and do together, Experience the culture, flavours, and highlights of this region
that your family will always remember
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Hanoi 

Halong Bay

Hue

Ho Chi Minh City

Mui Ne

Enjoy an incomparable combination of tradition, elegance, and progress. The northern metropolis possesses a unique architecture of
beautiful colonial villas and streets lined with old trees.

Spend your morning with a kite enthusiast who will teach you the fine art of kite-making and decorating. Enjoy a leisure cyclo trip
around the ancient citadel.

Be awe by the never-ending energy of Ho Chi Minh city and immerse in its fascinating history and be grabbed by the infectious
enthusiasm of the most modern city in Vietnam

Give your family a break from everyday's life at the quite and serene long beach where you enjoy a spectacular sunset or just a nice
walk along the beach.

Cruising to the most picturesque bay of the country, one of the UNESCO-recognised World Heritage Sites and the Wonder of the
Natural World.

Authentic Vietnam Holiday for Family
Destinations: Vietnam
Duration: 14 Days
From historical temples, laze on the beach and explore lively cities – all with a
touch of comfort, this fun-focused family journey offers interesting activities for
families of all ages that keep the kids entertained while engaging the adults with a
bounty of authentic cultural experiences.
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Beach Vacations
Beach Holidays are the best option for some much need rest and relaxation.

We have handpicked the best beaches in this region and put together some

incredible packages to ensure you have the trip of a lifetime. Spend your day

tanning and drinking your favourite cocktails, jump into snorkeling blaze across

the ocean or get sand castle building with the kids. Whether you’re looking for

a summer sunshine holiday or a winter beach break, we’ll help you find your

ideal destination and luxury beachside accommodation.
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Ho Chi Minh City

Mekong Delta

Phu Quoc Island

A beating heart of Vietnam with energetic lifestyle with a plenty of exciting tours, thrilling bars and clubs, and theatre performances

The Pearl Island with stunning white sand beaches, emerald clapping waves and beautiful coconut palm trees. Snorkel around the
archipelago’s abundant coral reefs.

An amazing region for variety of fruits, flowers and rice fields. Explore the local villages with interesting activities of boating or biking
and folk music.

Vietnam Lush Fields and Southern Island
Destinations: Vietnam
Duration: 10 Days
Experience the French-influenced flavors of Vietnam right in the southern part of
the country, immerse in the daily life of local people on the Mekong Delta and
relax on pristine tropical beaches.
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Adventure Tours
Travel is not only about fancy hotels and picturesque view– rather, it is all about

experiences. From virgin, tropical jungles to deep blue seas, Southeast Asia’s

diverse landscapes offer a myriad of possibilities for the active and nature

enthusiasts. Activities such as hiking and biking combine the best of outdoor

adventure with cultural exploration, affording opportunities to interact with

local people. Many of our destinations border the coastline providing access to

beautiful beaches and pristine seas, perfect for snorkeling and diving. From soft

to extreme adventures, our team of experts can connect you to a myriad of

possibilities the region has to offer.
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Hanoi 

Mai Chau

Sapa

Tu Lan Cave

Ho CHi Minh City

Exploring the city’s labyrinth of backstreets and admire the faded glory of the architecture around the French Quarter on the back of
a vintage Vespa.

Light trekking around the spectacular terraced mountain of Sapa, head out into the hills, visit minority villages to engage with the
natural landscape and local communities

Discover one of the most most spectacular cave systems in Vietnam, admire its breath-taking sculptural forms and spend a night
camping inside the cave itself.

Get around the bustling street and to the city’s landmarks on an Army Jeep. Stop by the War Remnants Museum and the Reunification
Palace which offers powerful insight into the Vietnamese's history.

Escape from the hustle of the daily life, discover the magical valley hidden amongst the moutain and boating around the area to enjoy
its stunning scenery and fascinating local culture.

Extraordinary Vietnam Adventure Tour
Destinations: Vietnam
Duration: 13 Days
This exciting tour allows you the chance to quite literally delve further under the
skin of Vietnam than ever before.
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Siem Reap

Battambang

Phnom Penh

Discover the ancient temple ruins of the incredible Angkor complex by foot and mountain bike and visit the fascinating floating village
in Tonle Sap Lake which is the largest lake in South-East Asia.

Known as "Pearl of the Orient", Phnom Penh, is a lively metropolis of traditional markets, modern developments and French colonial
architecture. Trips to the Royal Palace and its Silver Pagoda, as well as the National Museum, offer striking Khmer architecture and
exploration of Cambodian culture

Biking around the laid-back town of Battambang, explore Angkorian ruins perched atop rocky promontaries and well-preserved
French Colonial architecture complemented by a bucolic landscape of rice paddies

Cambodia Biking Tour
Destinations: Cambodia
Duration: 10 Days
Cambodia’s incredible beauty, fantastic food, and unique culture are even better
when combined with some outdoor adventure. Get active on a 10-day exploration
of the country’s heritage and culture – biking and walking through its best.
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Slow Journey and Solo Travel
Solow Travel has remarked as a shining star in the “galaxy” of travel. In

contrast to the notion of exploring as many locations as possible, our multiple-

day amidst-the-nature vacations emphasises a profound connection to each

place, green lifestyle and hidden nuances associated with culture or cuisine. No

longer running an energetic schedule, any traveler can chill out with the

leisurely-paced and quality-centric itinerary. You are free to choose your own

activities with our assistant list, which is full of unique references from local

experts that can hardly be found out in any tourism textbook.
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Yangon

Bagan

Mandalay

Enjoy a stroll around it's spiritual landmark, colonial architectures buildings and soak up the atmosphere at dusk as local families come
to give offerings.

Arrive to Mandalay on a helicopter, slowing down and taking the time to visit the surrounding old capitals, to take a bumpy horse cart
sides to remote temples.

Discover countless numbers of glistening temples and ancient monuments that date back thousands of years. Get ready to go back in
time whilst observing  the"Golden Land" from the heights of a hot air balloon at sunrise.

Above The Clouds In Myanmar
Destinations: Myanmar
Duration: 08 Days
On this cultural odyssey to Myanmar, we’ll take you to discover the Golden Land by
a private helicopter that helps you to reveal the country from a diverse and
interesting perspective.
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Hanoi 

Ninh Binh

Halong Bay

Hue

Mekong Delta

Hop on the back of a vintage Vespa and discover the frenzied fusion of French colonial architecture, delectable cuisine, colourful
markets and a labyrinth of old world streets.

Jump on-board a traditional junk boat and glide over 2,000 islands sprouting from breath-taking emerald waters to discover its
spectacular caves, fishing villages and green grottos.

Hue is one of Vietnam's most appealing cities. Enjoy the serenity of Tam Giang Lagoon and explore the city at your own pace.
Whether exploring by bike, boat or on foot Hue is a wonderfully atmospheric destination.

Drift along the endless waterways, cycle through lush rice paddies and soak up the beauty of the tropical Mekong Delta. Stay
overnight at the region and rise up early to the sounds of life.

Pedal through the lush fields or savour a serene sampan ride between fields of pink lotus flowers, drifting amongst the limestone
pinnacles.

Tranquility Vietnam
Destinations: Vietnam
Duration: 15 Days
Enjoy this leisurely-paced itinerary within two weeks, from North to South that
allows for ample time in each location, with a great mix of included activities and
free time to explore.
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Wellness Holidays
Travel is the healthiest addiction regarding both physical and mental aspects.

Southeast Asia has been increasingly become an ideal destination by

multinational tourists to evade their stifling life. By mild climate, poetic scenery

and benevolent people, your vacation will be comparable to wandering in a

wonderful fairyland, where you are no longer bound by worries or anxiety.

Explore the beauty of culture and history, uncover the fabulous landscapes,

soak up lapping waves, unwind under lush greenery trees, ramble on the peace-

loving and nature-friendly resorts, relish in top-notch yoga and meditation

session. If not now, when?
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Ho Chi Minh City

Mekong Delta

Phu Quoc Island

Siem Reap

Surprisingly arranged, the finest dinner near Saigon river with breath-taking view will bring you the feeling as royal.

The most stunning destination for nature and sea lovers. Enjoy wealthiness with daily sunbathing, spa treatment and yoga in the
paradise on the earth, also the largest island in Vietnam.

Meet up the national pride of Cambodia, Angkor Wat complex. A series of temple bucket list must be ticked off and engrossed by
local life and Cambodia culture, then have fun with the oxcart riding tour.

Cycle to fruit plantation and villages around the region. Hop on a private sampan boatsampan through the mysterious waterways and
explore the fascinating floating market.

Jewels of Vietnam and Cambodia
Destinations: Vietnam - Cambodia
Duration: 14 Days
Indochina is a perfect place to get lost  in the wonderful world of nature. This is a
great opportunity to step out of the stress and hassle of your daily life. To calm
your mind heal your body and renew your soul
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Romantic Getaway
Romantic getaways are often made of candlelit dinners, sunset beach walks, spa

treatments and dreamy hotel rooms with all the mod cons. When newly married,

you will want to celebrate in style, so why not from the top of a mountain, relaxing

under the tropical sun, soaring over the rainforest or snorkeling through colorful

coral reefs? These exotic lands offer many romantic places to stay that will make

this special time with your soul mate something you’ve always dreamed of. These

shared experiences of romance, adventure and learning help strengthen the bond

and create meaningful memories that will last for a lifetime.
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Yangon

Bagan

Nagapali

Yangon, the country's largest city, is a beguiling mix of British, Burmese, Chinese and Indian influences, from its timeworn colonial
architecture to its unique cuisine. Witness the echoes of colonialism in Yangon’s historic buildings, including the illuminated Shwedagon
Pagoda at night.

Relax and enjoy being in Nagapali beach where you find long stretches of palm-lined white sand by the dazzling blue Indian Ocean.
The beaches are soft, clean, and barely visited so have the entire place for you two.

Take a nostalgic horse and carriage ride, cycle through rural teak villages, visit ancient Buddhist monasteries and immerse yourself in
this piece of history. Enjoy a truly magical romantic experience on a hot-air balloon over the complex at sunrise.

Honeymoon Vacation in Myanmar
Destinations: Myanmar
Duration: 14 Days
Myanmar is an extraordinary and beautiful destination to take a trip somewhere
that intrigues you. Gleaming temples sprout everywhere you tread, and you'll be
welcomed by a friendly people who'll be delighted that you're there, especially
when they find out why.
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Culinary Exploration
You don’t need a silver fork to eat good food. Our well-organized culinary

exploration will let any dishes speak out their voice despite any language

barriers. The vibrant cuisine of Southeast Asia is derived from its gathering of

cultural and ethnic diversity as well as its vital geographical position, in between

of the Indian Ocean and the Pacific Ocean. Let's experience the essence of

cuisine in each street corner or in well-known restaurants, perform in

interactive cooking lessons in an intimate local housewife’s little kitchen or

under the shimmer on a cruise with a great chef. Food love connects people

then learned home-cooked recipes will return your home to connect with the

heart of your lovers.
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Hanoi 

Halong Bay

Hue

Ho Chi Minh City

Mekong Delta

Meet a local food blogger who will take you through the narrow alleyways of the Old Quaters. Visit the local market to soak in the
sights and sounds of Hanoi’s daily life, and the region’s fresh produce

At the former imperial capital, there is perhaps no greater insight into a food culture than sitting down to dine on royal cuisine, which
emphasizes refinement, small portions and beautiful presentation.

Sample street food alongside the locals. Your expert guide will know all of the delicious spots off the tourist trail so you can enjoy
some authentic Vietnamese cuisine.

Take a trip down the mighty Mekong Delta, known as "The Rice Bowl" of Vietnam, and drift alongside splendid paddy fields, relaxing
in the lush gardens and try on sight the freshest tropical fruit you can find

Join a fun cooking session and taste the stunning food while sailing through the magnificient landscape of Halong Bay on a luxury
cruise.

Culinary Tour Through Vietnam
Destinations: Vietnam
Duration: 11 Days
Discover the authentic flavors, famous street food and local favorites on this
tailor-made culinary tour of Vietnam. With our gastronomic experts to guide you,
and curated tasting experiences at famous eateries, this is your ideal introduction
to the delectable cuisine of Vietnam!
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Travel is more than the seeing of sights; it is a change that goes on, deep
and permanent, in the ideas of living - Miriam Bread 


